
Passport Residual System  
Revised October 25, 2019 

To view residuals log into the Passport system (https://my.passportinsider.com/) using your email address and password.  If you are logging in 
for the first time or do not know your password click on “Forgot Password” to reset it. 

Click on  in the top ribbon. 

 

 

 

You will see six (6) menu items on the left side of your screen.  Hovering over the icon will display the menu title.  You can click on expand menu 

option or click any of the individual menu items to navigate to the desired screen. 

On most screens you will see a excel icon.  To export the results you are viewing, click the excel icon . 

https://my.passportinsider.com/


Residual summary   
Shows a list of monthly residual payments based on selected date range.  

To select the desired time period, profile, or processor (currently only includes Global Payments, First Data coming at a later date) click inside 
the search bar to see the filter options.  Only the time period is required.  Your agent name will pre-populate.  Residuals beginning with 
September 2019 will be viewable in this system.  Historical residuals are found under the prior site 
(https://isoagent.internationalbancard.com/login). 

 

 

https://isoagent.internationalbancard.com/login


Pay In = Calculated residual using your Schedule A 

Split-Out = Residuals paid to others from your share (calculated Sub Agent residual using their Schedule A) – when applicable 

Adjustments = Adjustments made to your residual payment 

NetIncome = Net residual payment (your calculated share less sub agent share less any applicable adjustments) 

There may be more than one entry for a single residual month.  This could be for several reasons including being paid on your own merchants, as 
well as a share on sub agent merchants, or if your Schedule A was adjusted with a new effective date. 

Fields in blue are links to drill down into other menu items.  Clicking on the merchant count under the header “Merchant” will bring you to the 
“Merchant Summary” screen.  Clicking on a value under the header “Split-Out” will take you to the “Split Out” screen.  Clicking on a value under 
the header “Adjustments” will take you to the “Adjustments” screen. 

Merchant Summary  
The merchant summary screen will display a list of merchants that make up the month’s residuals.   

 

 

You can click on any merchant line to drill down into that merchant and see the Merchant Group Level Details. 



Merchant Group Level Details 
The various residual line items (statement fee, interchange, assessments, wireless fees etc.) are split into 6 different groups.   Assessments, 
Authorizations, Interchange, Miscellaneous, Others and Scanning.  On the left side you can scroll to select the next merchant you want to drill 
down into or click on the green arrow to return to the Merchant Summary page. 

Otherwise, you can click on any  group to drill down further into the category.  

 

 

 

 

  



Group Level Details 
Assessments 
Card Brand related charges (excluding Interchange) are primarily found within the “Assessments” section and are grouped by card type.  The 
volume and count along with revenue (income) and expense values are displayed as is the calculated gross income (revenue less expense), your 
split, and the resulting net income for that line item.

 

Authorizations 

Per transaction related fees (excluding PIN Debit) are primarily found within the “Authorization” section and are grouped by card type and 
authorization type.  For instance, if your merchant has both an IP and Dial terminal you will see multiple line items for each card brand. 

 



Interchange 
Interchange related income and expense (including PIN Debit) are found within the “Interchange” section.  The rate displayed is the AVERAGE 
discount rate for that card brand.  For instance, the average Mastercard Interchange expense is 1.73% in the below example. 

 

Miscellaneous 
The “Miscellaneous” section typically includes most fixed fees or fees not directly tied to processing activity including when applicable Monthly 
Service Fee, PCI Fees, and Data Breach Protection. 

 

Other 

 



Scanning 

 

 

 

Split Out  
Split Out is the Split-Out amount paid to a sub agent broken down at the merchant level.  When applicable, this will tell you how much of your 
total residual calculation went to sub-agents.  

 

 

 

 



Adjustments  
Adjustments include such items as bonus buybacks and other expenses not directly tied to the merchants processing income and expenses. 

 

 

Historical Summary  
The historical summary section will initially be empty until more than one residual month has occurred within the new system.   

 

 

Historical Details  
The historical details section will initially be empty until more than one residual month has occurred within the new system. 
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